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THE FPA IS:

Paul Kenny
Executive Director
freestylerflmediaone.net

Larry lmperiale
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Cindy Kruger
Membership Director
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Toddy Brodeur
judging Director
Toddyarofiaolcom

Bob Boulware
Forum Layout o Design
bobfitheclutclmcom

ArthurCoddington
Statistician
arthurfishrednowcom

Larry lmperiale
Interim Webmaster
Iarryflfreestylediscorg

-is ALL or YOU

Email the FPA
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Or visit us on the web:
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Send Input to:
Paul Kenny
Executive Director
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Cindy Kruger, Pal Matron,
Toddy Brodeur, Dave Lewis
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Making a Difference
By Larry lmperiale

Can the FPA have an hour or two (or two hundred) hours ofyour time?

In case you didn't know it. Freestyle has entered a new era. No longer do we have any incoming dollars
from corporate sponsorships. There are almost no big,well-funded overall events now - these were

previouslygreat showcases for freestyle.We as freestylersare now responsible for our own destiny
as a sport, and we must take action to keep the sport of freestylethriving.with that in mind, the FPA
should concentrate its efforts on one primary goal - get new and younger players competing in the
sport. Even thoughyou won't likely get rich freestylingany time soon, as long as we have a showcase
for our sport, people to jam with and some new blood thatadvances the sport. then thingsare good.
Let's get thatestablished and continue to spread the jam and build from there.

To thisend, we need to focus on the following:
1. In 10 years we must have new twenty and thirtyyear-olds competing in the FPA World Championships;
2. Take advantage of the internet and the great Spread The Jam opportunities we encounter (e.g. NPR.

local news) to direct the public to our web site. Use this opportunity to increase interest in the
sport, help the public learn to play, and to raise funds by selling videos. merchandise and signing
up new members;

3. Continue to expand and improve upon the benefitsof being an FPA member(better Forum and web
site. more demonstration opportunities, free publicity kits, etc.);

4. Continue to improve the tournament experience for players. especially at the premiere event every
year: FPA Worlds.

We can't achievethe above objectives withoutyour help. So ifyou haven't already. it's time to consider
volunteering a small amount of your skill and time to the FPA. This doesn't mean you have to be a
board memberor make a long-term commitment. Just take one small task off of a board members to-
do list and it will allow that board memberto focus on a larger project. I know this is true for me - ifl
didn't have so many darn little things to do in my role with the FPA. then I'd love to figure out how
to farm the college and city ultimate leagues for freestyletalent. But I can't ever seem to get to that
project becauseofall the little things.

So considervolunteering,even ifit's just to write a Forum article or a review ofa tournament, as Roger
Meier and Judy did thisyear. Or step up in a biggerway as lake Gauthierdid when he recently
volunteered for webmasterand fill a board vacancy.Whatever you can offer will be greatlyappreciated.
If you're not sure how you can help, just e-mail us at board@freestyledisc.orgor e-mail us individually
ifyou can help in some way. You can also visit http://freestyledisc.org/docs/FPAVolunteerTasks.html
to read job descriptions for board membersand read about smallervolunteer opportunities thatyou
may be interested in. Thank you. - -LI

A Tributeto a Classy Dame
By Larry lmperiale

I'm sure she'll be mad at me for mentioning this, but regardless I want to thankKim Caldwell (Joel's
wife) and her firm, Hinge Branding 81 Design, for donating $240+ last month to the FPA. Her firm
graciouslydonates a percentage oftheirprofits monthlyto organizations thatgive them ‘spiritual
food.‘ I'm happy the FPA was on their menu. We plan to use this as seed money to help pay for
trophies and otherexpenses for the next FPA World Championships.

As you know. the FPA has been operating without the Wham~O sponsorship cash that it enjoyed for
most ofthe80's and 90's. It's donations like Hinge's, and your membershiprenewals, that keep things
rolling for the FPA and allow us to support events like theWorlds in Boston. You can support the FPA
by renewing now on-line, or ifyou're already a member,you can micro sponsor the FPA by donating
as little as $5 with your credit card. - -Ll

To join or renew your membership:http://www.freestyledisc.org/join.html
For a Micro Sponsorship: https://www.paypal.com/affil/pal=paypal°/o4ofreestyledisc.org
Thanks again to Kim and Hinge for supporting the FPA! You can check out Hinge at:
http://www.hingebrand.com/



Election
Update
By Larry lmperiale

Per the Bylaws.we are reinstating
the practice of staggered terms for
the elected board positions to
improve continuity. This year, we

will vote to elect or re-elect the
Treasurer (Larry lmperiale).
Marketing Director (Open) and
Judging Director (Toddy Brodeur) to
3-year terms [incumbent in
parenthesis]. Next year we will vote
for Executive Director (Paul Kenny)
and Education Director (Dave Lewis).
It is hoped that the current
appointed board memberswill
continue to volunteer their
considerable time and skill and
support the FPA by remaining in their
positions as follows: Membership
(Cindy Kruger),Artistic Director (Bob
Boulware). and Statitician (Arthur
Coddington). We do need a
volunteer Web Master to join the
board as lake filled an immediate
hole, but he wants to focus his
energies instead on spreading the
jam through his web site
heinsville.com.

Assuming no one else has a burning
desire to be treasurer (lfyou do have
an interest, please notify the election
coordinator), I will continue on in
that role. I have everythingset up
so that the basic treasurer functions
are easy. and the many FPA archive
files I have are within easy reach. I
also see my role as supporting the
Executive Director as needed. More
importantly, I want to find time to
help expand our reach via the
internet, and farm the college and
junior ranks for new freestyletalent.

Bethanyand Rodney have agreed to
be election coordinators again this
year, with elections taking place in
the month of November. lfyou are
interested in running for Treasurer,
Marketing Director or Judging
Director, or ifyou can help us
maintain the website, or ifyou can
only volunteer a few hours of your
time, please contact Bethany and
Rodney at vote@freestyledisc.org.
Now as Paul would say. go Jam! -

-Ll

 
 

 f:'Steady' Ed Headrick (1924-2002)
By Victor Malafronte

Greetings Frisbee Friends:

The frisbee world lost its founding father today. Steady
Ed Headrick died at 3:30 AM on August 12th. He was

surrounded by his loving familyand close friends at his
home in California.

Steady Ed suffered a stroke while attending the PDGA
Amateur Worlds at Kendall Park in Florida. He suffered
anotherstroke whileat the hospital. Although his condition
was grave, Steady Ed continued to hang on. He still had
his sense of humor. However, his condition was starting
to deteriorate. The strokes left him paralyzed and unable
to speak. It was only a matter of time before he would
leave this world. Steady Ed did not want a funeral. He
wanted everyone to have a party: To celebrate life.

Steady Ed touched the
lives of millions of people
from around the world.

He was the father of frisbee
and disc golf. He dedicated his
life to spreading the joy and
fun of the frisbee game and
especially disc golf. His vision,
enthusiasmand selfishness
have given us a way of life that
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will endure until we come to

 
the last disc golf hole.
For thoseofyou who are not old timers, Steady Ed invented thewham«0 Pro Model frisbee in 1964, founded
the IFA in 1969, the WFC Rose Bowl events in 1974, hired Dan "Stork" Roddick in 1975, invented the Disc
Pole Hole and created the DGA in 1976. He installed nearly 8oo disc golf courses in 20 countries. He was
a husband and fatherof4 children. He was my friend. my mentor and butt kicker when I needed it. He was
our ambassador. our disc golf renaissance man.

We urge everyone who was touched bythisgreat man to hold a moment ofsilent celebration in his honor
and memory. lfyou can do it. then present you "Steady" Ed Memorial Disc Golfor frisbee event for the
world to enjoy. And, never forget the man who gave you the game that you love to play. Play it again for
the man you once loved. And then. play it again!

Steady Ed said, “Disc Golf will change your life!" It changed mine, big time! We'll surely miss him! - -VM
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(for results. see p. 19)

many of the more
established players

teamed up with less
experienced jammers...

everyone was excited to
see the fresh faces.

 
 

Women's Division
By Roger Meier The women's final took place on Saturday and

the weathercooperated with plenty of sun that
brought out a great crowd. To encourage some
of the newer freestylers, many of the more
established players teamed up with less
experienced iammers. This brought many new

players into the finals and everyone was excited
to see the fresh faces. I have a feeling this will
not be the last time we see this new talent in the
finals.

The wind picked up and all the teams had some
difficulty maintaining theirgame.Overall the play
was not up to the level of the previous round,
though all the teams managed to hold seed as
the results matched the order of play. Tita Ugalde
and Beth Verish started thingsoff with a nice
routine. Beth completed some clean rolls and
Tita had some good catches as well as throwing
consistently strong sidearms. Next up were Renee
Pardo and Lori Daniels. and theyclearly did their
homework,completing many hot coops. Renee
hit a numberof rolls and showed great control
with an extended figure 4 delay. Lori nailed a
numberof spinning catches and theyended with
a clean double roll coop. Cindy Kruger and Sarah
Bergman followed with more great moves from
an experienced player along with a first time
finalist. Cindy used the wind to complete a
numberof brushing runs, bringing some fear into
the crowd as she culminated one combo with a
crushing spinning gitis catch. Sarah's strong
performance in the semi's along with a solid
performance in the finals showed she had the
potential to be a strong competitor in the future.
The finals culminated with theexperienced team
ofludy Robbins and Bethany Sanchez. Judy
continues to perform the hardest moves in any
finals, highlighted by a hot combo that included
consecutive spinning kicks. Bethany used her
smoothstyle and awesome extension to
complement Judy, and when she nailed a noisy
crow towards the end of the routine you knew it
was all over. Congrats to Bethanywith her first
World Freestyle title. - -RM
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Division
By Judy Robbins

Down by the Charles River for the finals ofthe
open pairs division was truly a treat. I had just
completed my competitive rounds and I was

gearing up to take in all ofthe action and jot
down some notes in order to report what
transpired thatbeautifulsunny Sunday afternoon.
As with my experience in Boston. winds can be
very swirly and inconsistent which proved to be
the case for most of the competitors during this
round. However, the first team who had to suffer
didn't even experience the wind on the
competitor's field! Instead, Erwin Velasquez and
Ted Oberhaushad to drop out of the round due
to a severe calf strain that Erwin experienced
during their warm-up thereby surprising Matt
and Jacob Gauthieras the team that had to play
first in the round.

...in Boston, winds
can be very swirly
and inconsistent
which proved to be
the case for most of
the Competitors
during this round.

Jacob and Matt chose a classical piece of music
this year. Their Hawaiian shirt attire seemed to
match the relaxed nature of the routine. Matt
opened with a combinationto a lovely flowing
front body roll set to a foot brush which he
misaligned to miss the consecutive flyingcrow
catch to open their routine. Jacob had some
bright moments with a big coop combinationthat
fed into Jacob'sbig phlaud catch. Each had some
solid individual combinationsuntil the music
shifted into a ticking clock sound effect. Matt
and Jacob'sstrong moments began to weaken.
Simple under the leg passes were finding the
ground and the energy seemed to be sucked into
a blackhole. Was it thewind...ormental mistakes,
only Matt and Jacob knows for sure. Matt and
Jacob finished where they started, in seventh
place.

(continuedon page 6)

Mixed Pairs
Division
By Paul Kenny

The Mixed pairs division shows how freestyle
can integrate the beautyof all forms ofjamming.
There is no gender gap as theawesome
performances bear out. It offers avenues not as
availablein the otherdivisions. All the finals
teams were strong with any ofthemcapable of
taking home thecake. It was a lot offun to watch
as the audienceresponse attests to. With that
said, let's look at the performances.
Lisa Hunrichs-Silveyand Erwin Velasquez came
out ofthe box with a “striptease" song and hit
a bunch ofquick catches to many music cues.
They used a strong double disc block following
this to get the party started. Highlights included
Lisa's big phlaudoffa strong combo and Erwin's
double spinning flamingosisoff an excellent lead
in set of moves. It was clear that Erwin's pulled
muscle. which forced him to bail later in open
pairs was botheringhim as he held back from
his legendary megemoves. Although finishing
6th, theystill had a great routine and had the
crowd into it.

Defending mixed champs Mary Lowry and Dan
Yarnell also came out with a strong double disc
intro including some cool technical transfers to
a James Bond groove thang. Their chest roll
exchange was particularly tasty. Some other
highlights included Dan's phlaudpull, scarecrow
brush to Mary and an indigenous pull. Mary
plays so relaxed and comfortable, her partners
always play well. The former champs finished
in 5th place, another indication of the depth of
the field.

Pipo showed his
patented set of big
moves including the
Tempest and Piposis.
In a partner swap, Lori Daniels paired up with
Jeff Kruger and came out with bigenergy, playing
to Cheryl Crow. They started strong with a good
coop intro. Lori had a behindthe neck catch off
a sweeping leg pull sequence whileJefffired up
the crowd witha big air under leg catch right on
a music cue. They also inspired with a fun

(continued on page 8)

Coop
Division
By Paul Kenny

When the word
”thingy" is used, it
means you have to
see the video.
Although not making finals, one particular
highlight for everyone was the all hot-Betty team
ofMary Lowry, Lisa Hunrichs-Silveyand Cindy
Kruger. Playing to Sweet Child ofMine by Cheryl
Crow these ladies fired up the audiencewith crisp
coops and physical indy's. They did muscle poses
to goofon the misperception that coop is a male
division. These ladies shredded and finished 4th
in their semi pool. In almost any other year they
would be finalists and a very real threat to finish
top three. Arthur,Tommy and Dave/Dan.Tristan
and Steve/Randy,Ted and Erwin were the three
teams finishing ahead of them in their pool and
they still almost made it. The routine was so

good and fun, theywere asked to demo the
routine during Finals day.

Up first and starting off Finals Sunday to Rocky
Mountain Way were Carlos “Pipo" Lopez, Pat
Marron and Jeff Kruger. These guys won their
semi pool last year and have formed a formidable
team based on good technical skillsand dramatic
physical gifts. Some moments to remember
included Jeff's gitis off his partner's perfect set
and a Krugerian double flamingo. Pipo had his
own double flamingo as well. If Pat is on your
team, you know to expect a huge Murf-like gitis
and spinning scarecrow. Other highlights
included Jeff's gitis off Pipo's under leg chest roll
set and their triple loop roll to end it. These guys
finished 6th.

Dave Lewis. ArthurCoddington and Tom Leitner
stepped up next playing to Tool. These guys won

coop in Seattle a couple years ago and came out
hot withTommy hitting an introductory gitis.
These guys exhibitedcomplex coops, both
counter and clock, using all sides of the disc as
desired. Dave's heel kick to Arthur's chest roll
was cool and Arthur's scarecrow off Dave's set
on the music was particularly tasty. Tommy's big
chest roll indy to spinning phlaud fired up the
crowd. Then Dave and Tom do a coop with Dave's

(continued on page 8)
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At
the
end
of
the
routine,Dan
fed
Paul
the
multiple

 
discs...thatended
with
Paul
clampingdown
on

each
of

the
five
in

successive
scarecrow

catches.

(open pairs cant.)
Playing next were Rodney
Sanchez and Randy Silvey.
Their play was much cleaner
than the Gauthierbrothers.
Some coop highlights included
Randy's body roll combination
passing to Rodney's standing
gitis catch and a sweet under
the leg set to Randy's spinning
crow catch. Individually,Randy
completed three consecutive
back rolls with an around the
neck grab to get a big crowd
response. Both Rodney and
Randy completed solid double-
spinning under the leg catches.
Uncertainty ofthewind as well
as a few minor errors may have
made this team a bit cautious
when it came being more
consecutive and turning on the
difficulty. However, the Judges
seemed to like what theysaw,
granting them a fourth place
finish.

I was unsure whether the next
team had lost a contact prior
to play,or theywere both in
search ofa lost nailas theteam
of Dan Yarnell and Paul Kenny
were bent over at the waist to
begin their routine.
Accompanied by a bluesy
number. both players used a
total of five discs within their
choreography. Mirroring each
other's combinationsseemed
to be the on-going theme
throughout the routine. Their
coops flowed quite nicely as
they passed the five discs with
only a few minor bobbles
prevented themfrom executing
the multi disc work perfectly.

As the music changed mid-way
throughto the television theme
of“|denticalCousins" from the
1960's Patty Duke television
show, Paul and Dan matched
coop moves. As the music
changed into percussive beats.
Dan had an extensive tipping
combinationto an under the
leg pass to Paul's tip back to
Dan's big final catch. The
combinationwas mirrored by
Paul and closed with Paul's big
air catch. At the end ofthe
routine, Dan fed Paul the
multiple discs for anothercoop
combinationthatended with
Paul clamping down on each
ofthefive in successive
scarecrow catches. All in all,
the energy and flow was
evident for the judges and the
errors were insignificant
enough to make this routine a
runner up for thedivision title.
Both Dan and Paul were given
the third place nod for their
efforts thatafternoon.

Following Paul and Dan were
the tie dye team ofJeff Kruger
and Pipo Lopez. Opening to
the beginningof Beethoven's
FifthSymphony and shifting
into “You might as well be
walkingon the sun" by
Smashmouth,Pipo and Jeff
started off well. However, early
on and changing the mood, Jeff
misfired a throwinto thecrowd.
Ironically.as Jeff yelled to the
crowd to “catch it", the freshly
injured Enivin Valesquez was
able to be in path ofthis
wayward disc and assisted Jeff
with his request. Pipo looked
ratherrelaxed during the round
but was playingvery
cautiously. (I later learned Pipo
had lost a custom “Yarnail"
during the routine rendering
him equipment challenged for
the majorityofthe routine and
explainingwhy he was playing
so cautiously). Unlike Pipo, Jeff
went “balls out" for his big air
moves. However, the timing
gods were not on Jeff's side as

 
...there was a

collective sigh of
frustration when

these two walked off
the field as the gnarly

wind dominated.



he missed most of his patented
moves such as his "table-top"
gitis catch. Pipo had a very nice
double spinning flyingunder
the leg catch as an individual
highlight. Jeffclosed the
routine stronglywith a feed
from Pipo into a big-air phlaud
catch. The shakiness of the
routine was evident and the
judges scored thisteam in sixth
place when the results were
turned in.

Third to last was another tie—
dye team consisting of Tom
Leitner and Pat Marron. They
opened with a nice skidding
coop. However, it was stopped
short when Tom's body roll
pass to Pat rolled beyond Pat's
reach. The disc started finding
the ground as the wind started
to unleash it's fury on these
two. Both played with
determination in the face of
these conditions. Tom
executed a bad attitude brush
thatwent wayward into the
crowd which Pat was able to
save with an under the leg
catch. Torn had a nice roll
combinationwith a behind the
neck pull into a double
spinning combinationinto a big
triple fake close. Pat had
several pulls against the spin
but often thewind would get
under the rim and the disc
would fall to the ground. The
ending was quite disiointed
and the final coop didn't go
smoothlydue to the crumb
wind. I thinktherewas a
collective sigh of frustration 
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when these two walked offthe
field as the gnarlywind
dominated. The judges were
sympatheticthough. they
awarded fifthplace to Pat and
Tom.

What's this....another team
wearing tie-dye? Joel Rogers
and Larry Imperiale must have
been a part of the fashion
consultation prior to this
tournament becausethey
donned the colorful attire as
well! Playing to Santana, and
a noticeably lighter wind, Larry
and Joel opened with a big
upside-down coop to Joel's
feed through Larry's hoop and
closed by Joel's flyinggitis
catch. Larry followed suit by
going bigwith a foot brush into
a spinning crow catch. The
crowd could feel the energy
change as both Larry and Joel
both hit a multi-tip
combinationto the music. As
the tune slowed, Larry pulled
off three consecutive body rolls
to a 50/50 body roll closer. As
they neared theend, bothJoel
and Larry brought out the
scarecrow moves. Larry fed
Joel with a crow brush and Joel
mirrored it back to Larry's crow
catch. Larry fired an upside
down throwto Joel that he
quicklyclosed with an upside
down crow catch. The air was
filledwith excitement as both
players knew they had only
dropped two or three and the
difficultywas executed too! But
was it enough to beat the next
team?

 
Closing out this

energized routine,
Arthur and Dave

pulled a big coop
combinationinto
Dave's flying gitis... 

 

ArthurCoddington and Dave
Lewis stepped onto the field
to challenge Larry and Joel.
These guys definitely play to
a different drummer. Their
custom shirts displayed a

picture of each of their faces
on the front and the back — the
front, the serene expression
and the back, the frantic face.
Set to percussion, Dave
launches into a big double-
spinning move into a flying
under the leg catch. As he
loses his footing into the catch,
he lands on the ground but
doesn't lose grip of the disc!
Arthuralso produces a big
opening double spinning
combinationinto a stabbing
crow catch. Dave has a great
consecutive spinning |eg<over
over an upside-down clock
throw. There were a few drops
though as Dave missed an
Oliver pull which he mostly
pulls off without a hitch and
Arthurexecuted a double
spinning somersault but
dropped a behindthe back pull
out ofthesomersault. Closing
out this energized routine,
Arthurand Dave pulled a big
coop combinationinto Dave's
flyinggitis catch. After the
explosive ending. thearmchair
competitors wondered
whether it was enough to win.

When all was done and over,
the Judges rewarded the Open
Pairs title to Joel and Larry with
a 2.3 point differential. Dave
and Arthur played well. but
would have to accept runner

up forthis year.

Congratulations to all finals
competitors and cheers to
those who achievedthe title
of 2002 World Freestyle
Champions! I'll be looking
forward to next year's event
(wherever it may end up
being)! - -/R
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(mixed pairs cont.)
multiple under leg coop
transfer and ended the routine
with a large gitis to end the
festivities. This fun team
finished in 4th place.

with an excellent 3rd place
finish to take bronze, Anne
Graves and Carlos "Pipo"
Lopez, playing to Dave
Matthews, had a pleasant jam,
playing cleanlyand relaxed.
Anne finished a nice combo
with a chair catch and made a
nice save ofa wayward set from
Pipo. Pipo showed his
patented set of big moves
including the Tempest and
Piposis. These two played very
well togetherand also had the
biggest travel hurdle to
overcome withAnne from
California and Pipo back east
in Puerto Rico.

Judy Robbins and Steve "the"
Hanes came out in theirstrong
and smoothmanner playing to
Seal (the musician and the act
of catching). These strong and
seasoned veterans really got
hot as Judy's milky rolls and
Steve's gymnasticscaptivated
the large fan base. Particular
highlights included Steve's
cartwheel turnover and back to
an Olivia and Judy's dizzying 
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spinning combo. Anothertasty
exchange was Steve's spinning
downwind kick right into Judy's
chest roll. This team set the
bar high and resulted
ultimately in 2nd place to take
silver.

Playing last, taking 1st place
and taking home the gold, was
the second partner exchange
team of Cindy Krugerand Paul
Kenny. Playing offAquarius
from the movie Hair, including
appropriate period clothing
and, well, hair, this team went
big out ofthe box. A long
double disc beginningwith
complex coops culminated in
a tasty catch on a big music
cue. Otherhighlights included
a buildupto 5 discs, Paul'sgitis
from Cindy's set and Cindy's
indie to spinning catch on
anothermusic cue. The ending
was particularlycool with Paul
doing a twisting turnover to an
upside down gitis, Cindy's
phlaudoff Paul's set with the
crescendo beingCindy's
massive and dramatic flying
planted (oxymoron?)gitis right
at the 4 minute mark to end it.
The team was featured on NPR
radio as well. - -PK

—a tasty catch on
a big music cue.

Joey
had

some
awesomemoves

highlightedby
tips

to
kick
to

f|amingo...Aparticular
highlightwas
Joey's

double
bump
aroundthe
heck
thingy.

(coop cant.)
planted gitis to finish, Tommy completes a tipping
sequence to scarecrow and Dave follows with a

tipping sequence to double flamingo to elevate
the energy further. Arthur hitting his patented
flyingbad attitude sealed their meal. These guys
finished 4th.

Playing third was Team Spon. Toddy Brodeur,
Rob Freid and the legendary Joey Hudoklin
jammed to a Zeppelin Medley with Toddy in
charge of hitting music cues. They had a very
elegant and smoothintro. Joey had some
awesome moves highlighted by tips to kick to
flamingo,a double chair and gitis offa heel kick.
Other moments included Joey's kick brush to
Rob's catch and Rob's behind the neck cuff to
phlaud. Toddy snagged his patented Olivia after
a figure 4 delay hold as well. A particular highlight
was Joey's double bump around the neck thingy.
This group ofshredaholics finished in 5th place.

Team Texas "walkedaround in circles" and
displayed a deep and dramatic teamwork session.
Dan YarNail,Tristan Doshier and Steve “the"
Heins began withonly 1. discs and complex coops
from the start...discs in domes. weaving, turnover
passes and other thingyscaptured the
imaginationofthe fans immediately. They
exhibiteda gymnastic flairwithTristan flip passing
to Steve over Dan while Dan is delaying and Dan's
turnover to Tristan using Steve to flip him (or was
it Steve's turnover pass to Tristan using Dan to
turn the disc over?). Other moments included
theirchorus line thingy,Dan's double flamingosis,
Tristan's spinning planted gitosis, Dan's set to
Tristan's flamingo brush to Steve's crow, Dan's
Scarecrow Brush off his partner's set and Tristan's
leg trap catch thingy. I thinkyou get the
picture...lots ofthingys. They finished 2nd but
had enough to finish higher. 
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Up next with a routine out ofthingyvillewere the
eclectic (electric?) team of Randy Silvey,Ted
Oberhausand Erwin Velasquez. Playing to The
Doors “The End", theseguys ended all suspense
withshining choreography. Starting with a rubber
band thingyused to accentuate their interactions
they began with a sweet coop intro with classic
passing and artistic body language. They had a
triple chest roll whileTed was all wrapped in
rubber. Gymnastically.Erwin pulled Ted over his
back as Rando passed to Ted. There was a lot of
visual symmetry with the rubber band used to
provide hoops and various forms of propped
restrictions. More highlights included Erwin's
spinning flamingo.a Rando crow pose. a Randosis
and Rando and Erwin's upside down clock coop.
The strongest moment was Erwin's HUGE double
flamingo pull with otherspinning restrictions to
a double flamingosis that provided a big energy
pickup when they seemed to need it most.
Congratulations to thewinners. Erwin’s win
assured him being the first jammer ever to win
a World Title in 4 different decades.

Playing last was the “Groovy Groovy" team of
Larry lmperiale, Joel Rogers and Paul Kenny. This
team beganwith a double disc intro with multiple
passes and turnovers and ending the first block
of music with Laerbs hitting a crow on the note.
Paul followed with a double disc precession to
disc on dome delay to double triple fake thingy
followed by a 3-disc scarecrow. Joel and Laerbs
each took long rollers followed with cool moves
and punctuated with a gitis in each
bite...er...move. Other highlights included loe|’s
spinning foot brush to Paul restricted pull, Paul's
big air (well...air...maybe)gitis on the note, Joel's
tipping sequence and Laerbs consecutive
extendo-jams. With the depth of choreography
and teamwork of the previous two teams these
guys finished 3rd.

 
Being lived up about having the FPA Worlds
in Boston lollowed by The Masters in

Worcester Massachusetts, the lollowing poem
was uttered

.

By Jamie Ehanlrles

Open Co-op and Mixed
went smoothlywith lots at tricks
I even got to see Frisbie pie building Bricks!
The players did well
and everyone rammed lake hell
all in all it was swell

ln Woosta the lreestlylaaaasshowed some

skills
Distance Goll and more without a swill
It really is fun fun lun
We |usl were wondering why everyone
doesn‘t come

ZZZZZZs-give me some

Then rest and wait for die sun.

The Frisbiespies were awesome to taste.
The ZZZs were plentiful and did not go to
waste.

The weather and people were very pleasant
Because ol NEFA I did not feel like a peasant

We ate lobsta and drank biea
No one can wait lor next year.
The caaaat is out of the haaarn.
New England can be alot ol lun.

 

As Tom Leitner said “Overall.
the co-op final was a great
representation of what makes
freestylesuch a great sport -

being able to have so many
different stylesof play and
types of routines compete and
play together."- -PK
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Championships
Charlton. MA, July 16-20
By Paul Kenny

Saturday was supposed to be the semifinal
round. The weather had a better idea as the
rains opened up just in time. With all otherevents
over for the day it was time to pack it in...or was
it? In a huge participatory stunner, the “Can't
Let the Rain Stop the Hein" jam was born. Almost
everyone jammed. All sorts of skids and
turnovers were happening...and these were just
the bodies! The music played on and the jam
went on for a couple hours at least. Finally the
jam calms down and completed when one ofthe
jammers, a "respected" figurehead, completed
a full on Pete Rose extended “slide into home
plate". exhibitinga cheeky technique.

That said. the following day the event went off
without a hitch and the jamming was awesome.
Below is a recap of the finals.

Lori Daniels and ‘ '

Amanda
Carrerio were
allowed to
compete in the
finals and
played first in
order to
compete head-
to-head with
Judy Robbins
and Bethany
Sanchez to
determine the
Women's
champ. Playing
strong, these two put a scare in the recently
crowned FPA Women's Pairs champs. "Mandy"
impressed the freestylerswith her complete
freestylegame. She has solid skillsas exhibited
by her spanking bad attitude. She complemented
Lori and they had an excellent jam. Lori paid
tribute to Stork with a cool Constorktionand also
had a huge extension flaird.

Judy Robbins and Bethany Sanchez came out
and crushed their routine with Bethany playing
out of her mind. Playing with confidence and
focus, these two not only won theWomen's
Masters title, theydid a bit more seed busting
to move into 5th place in thecombinedfreestyle
field.

Anne Graves and Stork played together in a most
intriguing pairing. Anne has a smoothgame that
compliments Mr. Blender himself. Stork's deft
touch is somethingto behold whileAnne plays
at the very highest level. Also note they played
in the Grandmasterdivision, a shock given how

 
Judy Robbins and
Bethany Sanchez
came out and
crushed their routine
with Bethany playing
out of her mind.

childish theysometimes behaveJ. A side tribute
to Stork: During the awards ceremony, the
excellent NEFA team was handing out cool
lighthousetrophies. One competitor who did
well in one event but who did not compete in
any of theothers was bemoaningthe fact he
would not be getting a lighthouse. As things
were winding down, Stork hands his lighthouse
to the competitor and walks away. making little
mention ofthedeed. The authorfound out the
wife ofthe competitor who got the lighthouse
from Stork was an avid collector of such things.
Until now, Stork probably had no idea what his

gesture meant. There is a reason he is held in
such high regard.
Brad Wendt and Mike Hughes came out and
continued to shine as theycompleted their tour
of Summerfest, the FPA Worlds and now Masters.
These guys have improved even from the
beginningofthesummer and compliment each
other'sgames very well. We look forward to
these guys competing in more events.

Harvey Brandt and Tim Mackeycame out pulled
out the crusty moves. Harvey's game is all that
and Tim impressed with a depthoftouch
previouslyunknown to thenewbieauthor. These
guys went for a strong legitimate FPA type show
and hit both bread and butter and strange stuff
in very smoothfashion. The authorwas WAY
impressed by Mr. Mackeyand has always
admired the statistical anomaly known as Harv.

Steve “Pops" Scannell and Rick “Pants" Williams
came out and entertained as only theycan. Steve
was absolutelythe MAN in helping guide the FPA
Worlds theweek before and Statman Williamsa
critical cog in theevent withall thedata gathering
and competing as well. Rick is a smoothplayer.
has numerous spin moves and does not drop.
Pops goes for too many gitises for a relic his age.
It bodes well for all of us thatfreestylecan be
played at such a high level at such an old
age...oops...

:I:“1.]:‘'lKY1 

Toddy Brodeur and Alan Caplin came out next
and put on quite a show as well. Both were
instrumental in making the Boston FPA's the
success it was. Alan's web page and chronic
efforts ensured its success. Toddy’s van and its
driver were big wheels in the pulling off of the
event as well. That said, Alan is playing out of
his mind. With deference to Steve. you CAN teach
old dogs new tricks. Alan's game is going big
time. Toddy has always, it seems, been there.
Mr. Bread and Butter always helps his partner
play well and always hits his B&B moves, Always
a crowd pleaser, this team seed-busted to third
with an outstanding routine.

Finishing second and winning the Grandmaster
division was Team Redemption: Steve “the" Heins
and Jamie "FrisbeeReligion"Chantiles. After a
tough performance at FPA Worlds, these guys
came out witha vengeance starting with a couple
discs. They manipulated themthisway and that.
Steve was all over the ground and Jamie kept
changing his mind as to what spin he preferred.
They played strong and sharp and nearly wont
the whole shebang!

Team Groovy Groovy came out last and performed
essentially the same routine at FPA Worlds, but
with a bit more difficulty. Joel Rogers, Larry
Imperiale and Paul Kenny came out strong. The
highlight was probably Joel's scarecrow brush to
Larry's roll to Paul's scarecrow on a music beat.
With a fully intact coop routine this team finished
first. 0 -PK 



2002 Summerfest Open
Freestyle Frisbee Jam-Off
MilwaukeeWI, June 29-30
By Rodney Sanchez

On the last weekend in June 25
jammers came to Milwaukee
to compete in the 2002
Summerfest Open Jam-Off.
This year we tried a different
format and judging system and
the players really stepped up
with theirwillingnessto see
how thingswould go. In the
end, therewere many hot jams,
lots of good food, two
champion pairs and some
interesting information from
the new format.

Instead of having the
traditional pool format, this
year we had a head-to-head
competition wherein one team
jammed against another team
in a bracket format. Teams
were seeded via the FPA
rankings, three wildcards were
used to try and make the
seeding as fair as possible then
teams were placed in the
bracket. Competition was
single elimination.

Single elimination led to some
interesting combinationsand
a few close results. In one early
round, the team oflake
Gauthierand Jamie Chantiles.
a potentially hot team, ran into
the juggernautthatwas the
three-timeFPA Women's Pairs
Champions of Mary Lowry and
Lisa Hunrichs Silvey. The boys
wentdown. Duringthesecond
round of Open Pairs, we had
the closest jam-off of the
weekend, withToddy Brodeur
and Rico Schneider, the balding
pate-counter-spinning-energy-
exuding team, performing, in
this observer's opinion. the
hottest routine of theweekend.
Alas, poor players, they lost
out in their jam-off to the team
ofTommy Leitner and Pat
Marron. No offense to the
latter team, but thiswas one
of those situations where the
aura factor probably played a
part on the judging sheets.

Oh well, that'slife in the human

 body. Perceptions are not always thataccurate,
especially when colored by past actions. One
cool thingwas that in the next round at the
Summerfest Stage, Pat and Tommy went off big
time. defeating the powerhouse team of Ted
Oberhausand Erwin Velasquez and proving that
theydid indeed deserve to be there.

The final two rounds ofthejam-offtook place at
the Summerfest Sports Stage in the early
afternoon on Sunday. It was quite hot and humid
Oust ask the barefoot-playingTed next time you
see himl). This was an unfortunate combination,
as we experiencedthe least amount of spectators
at thevenue since the inception of the
tournament.

When it was all over, the team ofArthur
Coddington and Dave Lewis again paved theway
to victory in Open Pairs with their patented highly
choreographed, intricatelydifficult co-op play
and shredding individuals. in the Mixed Pairs,
future 2002 FPA World Champions Cindy Kruger
and Paul Kenny won withan entertaining routine
set to the music of Hair.

One cool thingwas...

Pat and Tommy went
off big time, defeating
Ted Oberhausand
Erwin Velasquez...
As usual, the tournament was about more than
just the competition. The action began on Friday.
with a fantastic day of kind weatherat Veteran's
Parkon the Lakefront. All had many fine jams.
Then it was off to Oakland Trattoria for dinner
and the player's meeting. Saturday was a full
day of play, with twenty jam-off routines, a
random co-op round, and much jamming. Then
it was off to Gitis Central for the traditional
lasagna feed and party scene. It was all very
nice. One ofthehighlights oftheweekend was
thedrumming circle in the living room at Gitis
Central before the final player's meeting. Thanks
for thevibe folks. Sunday began with the
traditional breakfast feed at Gitis Central then it
was offto the competition at the Sports Stage.
After the competition, we returned to the
lakefront where it was 10 degrees cooler and
shredded some more jams. It all ended with a
nice Mexican feed at La Perla on Milwaukee's
near south side.

(continuedon page 12)
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(summerfest cant...)
Most of the players seemed to enjoy the new
format. From my perspective, the one thing
missing was the energy and potential
shreddabilityof pool play. The days when
everyone in the pool got hot were not a possibility
here as it was always just one team against
another. I thinkthe shred factor may have been
hindered becauseofthis. However, across the
board the judges enjoyed only having to judge
between two teams instead of six or eight.

As for the judging system, folks enjoyed not
having to mark difficulty in the arbitrarilyset15
second time blocks. The technical merit judges
were able to watch a move from beginningto end
then mark their score. One aspect ofthejudging
system that proved difficult for thesome judges
was factoringin the execution deductions into
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Zen & the Art of
Frisbee® Freestyle
This entertaining and inspiring
instructionalvideo will have you following
Spencer Bradley learning (over thecourse
of a year) from World Champion KraeVan
Sickle and other legends of the sport.

Order it now at:
800-32 1 -8833
$24.95 US Version
$27.95 PAL Version

 
the over all technical merit score. For
Presentation,we only used two boxes to mark
scores: flow and general impression. At the
player's meeting on Friday night, Lisa Hunrichs
Silvey made an excellent suggestion of renaming
the ‘flow’ factor, "composition". In the future,
we will most probably use thatnomenclatureas
it more accuratelyreflects what we are looking
for when judging presentation. The feedback
from the judges was positive as theyenjoyed
only having two boxes instead of six to mark
their scores for Presentation. Speed and ease
of notation resulted.

Some thoughts for future tweaking ofthesystem
and format were to allow the technical merit
judges to only markthe difficultyofthe move
and have one person markingthe execution
deductions separately. The latterwould then be
factored into each technical merit judge's score
to come up withthefinalanswer. The onlychange
to Presentation would be the name change
mentioned above. As for the format, my thought
would be to have anotherjam-off next year
consisting of only Open Pairs. In our sport, the
women have shown thatthey can shred with the
best of the men, and I believethat if they came

d :111.]=".l 
Some thoughts for
future tweaking...
were to allow the
technical merit judges
to only mark the
difficulty of the move

and have one person
marking the
execution deductions
separately. 
as Womens Pairs and Mixed Pairs. theywould be
a force to be reckoned with in the bracket. Then
instead of whittling down the bracket to two
teams. we would stop at four. the top four teams
then advancing to the Sports Stage in a "super
pool" to duke it out for the top prize.

Thanks to all the players who ventured to our fair
city to compete and party with us this year. We
hope to see you and others next year for a
massive jam-off,shred-fest, party time celebration
ofthisactivity thatwe love so much.

Keep on, keeping on. 0 -R5 



-I-_-.-i Vagolino Open Review
Milan. Italy, June 29-30, 2002
By Zahlen W. B. Titcomb

Vagolino. “E un torneo da non perdere nei
prossimi anni." (‘‘It is a tournament not to miss
in years to come") —Angelo Rovieri

Summer jamming in Milan is typicallywindless
and muggy, but after the spirit displayed by a

group of freestylers in Parco di Trenno on June
29-30. it is hard to see how the weathercould
stop Vagolino in years to come. This tournament
was created this year in memory of Morgan, a
Milan jammer who died tragically last year. His
parents and many of his friends decided that a
great way to rememberthe vitality of Morgan
was to start a tournament named after his dog,
Vagolino. Special thanksare surely due to
Maurizio,Zio (uncle). for his hard work in
organizing the event. in addition to freestyle.
jammers were able to play several games of DDC
as well as a few holes of disc golf. 
with a light breeze in their faces, nine teams of
two competed head-to-head in double elimination
bracketson Saturday and Sunday, in what in my
experience was one of the most relaxed
tournaments I've ever attended. All the teams
were semi-randomlychosen to give no team an
obvious advantage as well as each player a
chance to play with a new partner. Over plates
of home-made rice and vegetable salad, five
judges voted which team would advance towards
the finals.

When it came down to the semi-finals, it was
unclearwhich ofthefour teams would come out
on top. Clay and Lui faced offfirst against Simone
and Vehro. The husband and wife team from
Rimini dazzled the crowd witha mid-routine kiss,
but the love wasn't enough to take the majority
of the votes from the both-spin,splits-and-
scarecrow, tumbling act put on by Vehro and

Simone. The othersemifinal
featured another mixed team
ofClaudiaand Enrico against
Tistee and Xtehn. The
Milanese co-ed pair had the
co-ops to advance to the finals,
despite the difficulty involved
in the two-disc routine put
together by Tistee and Xtehn.
For the finals, it was decided
most exciting and appropriate
thatwe would move to FPA
judging. Judges, includingthe
motherof Morgan and others
who had never before judged,
watched the last head-to-head
match-up for theVagolino title.
Enrico and Claudia came out
on top by a mere point and a

halfin the end,
but both teams
showed
spectacularly.
Simone
completed
three
summersaults
in a row and
closed with a
flamingo, but
Enrico earned
the “Move of
theTourna-
ment" prize.
The Titcomb
familybrought
their home

made golf basket and Enrico,
called by his peers the “Roller-
King”, completed the tenth of
a series of silent body rolls by
dropping the disc into the
basket.

Two little jars ofjam were
presented to Simone, the only
jammer to make it from Rome.
Players and spectators alike
voted him recipient oftheSpirit
oftheJam award for his
enthusiasmand energy on and
offthefield. He was a red
pomodoro fresco upon
receiving the prize. not out of
embarrassment,but because
of his continued refusal to take
sun-block! 0 -ZT

 

 
Eddie Kohn and John "Titcomb
Share Coveted Coddington-
Jorgenson Award
By Larry lmperiale

The Coddington-Jorgenson Award winners were selected at the
Junior Overall Championships in Worcester, MA during the Masters.
john Titcomb was selected by the junior competitors as the top
volunteer who supported their efforts to learn freestyle. When he
wasn't spending time between overall events jamming, he was

teaching a junior to jam, or talking one of us into joining him in
the spread the jam process. John really knows how to support this
sport and put his personal time into spreading the jam. This is the
third time a Titcomb won thisaward, and each time a different one.

When he wasn't spending
time...jamming, he was

teaching a junior to jam, or

talking one of us into
joining him in the spread
the jam process.
Eddie Cohn was selected as the Junior award winner. I‘m not sure
anyone is more fired up than Eddie, as evidenced by his "jam till
dark" on Saturday. Hopefully we'll start seeing the Cohn name
more often at freestyle tournaments, with both of Eddie's older
brothers,Joey and Tim, jamming too. Tim was amazing playing
with Rodney, hitting a huge gitis to end a co-op in their pairs routine.
There were numerous otherJuniors at this event that substantially
improved their freestyleskills, so watch out next year.

John and Eddie's names have been added to the web site. they
will each receive a trophy, their names will be added to the
permanent trophy, and they each receive a $100 check from the
FPA. The money from was donated to the FPA for the specific
purpose of this award. - -L/

Read more about this award at:
http://freestyledisc.org/codd_jorg_award.html

iA|oha Spirit
By Paul Kenny

As Roger Meier mentioned in his excellent review of the Women's
division, a numberof the more established female shredders
decided to jam with up-and-comers. They did this to grow the
sport in their own humble way and provided a gift to the freestyle
community. Cindy Kruger (with Sarah Bergman), Mary Lowry (with
Mary Zurn) and Lori Daniels (with Renee Pardo) all took on some
fresh talent. Lisa Hunrichs-Silveydid not compete so as to not
interfere with the vibe. She did not want to take energy away from
the gesture oftheother ladies. Lori Daniels gave the Seattle Bettys
her “Aloha Award" for theirgesture at theawards ceremony Sunday
night after the Worlds in Boston. However, she neglected to give
herself the award. She was an integral player in this epic move.
From all the lammers in the world, thankyou ladies. You all truly
exhibitthe “Spirit oftheJam". 0 -PK
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Edited By Jake Gauthier

(1) How do I learn to freestyle?
By Jake Gauthier

Most jammers will tell you thatyou need to learn
to delay before you can jam. Unfortunately the
learning curve for the delay is very steep and
often turns people off before they start to feel
the rewards ofjamming. Fortunately there are
two tricks thatanyone can do with a smallamount
of practice but a huge amount offun.

Rim delay:
This is how I learned to jam. Mike Esterbrook
would throw me 2225 and I would let it drift onto
my nail. Ifl felt brave I'd try to keep it in thecenter
but mostly I'd let it fall to the rim. While it spun
there it I would pass it under my leg, behind my
back or anywhere else I could thinkof. Eventually
it ran out of spin or I hit myself with it and it
would plop to the ground. when I got a little
better I'd use my left hand to hold it at my left
side and grab it behind my backwith my right
resulting in my first completed series!
To learn the rim delay is simple. Find someone
who can throw the disc with a good amount of
spin. when they throw it to you let it float onto
your index finger's nail. The trick here is to make
sure only the nail contacts the disc. This is where
fake nails help the most. Now that the disc is on

your nail hold your hand up with your finger
pointing to the sky. Let the disc circle slowly
around being sure that only your nail contacts
the disc. Holding your finger bent to a 45-degree
angle will help but however you do it be sure to
keep your nail in contact.The disc will spin round
and round and eventually run out ofjuice and
flop over. You have just completed a rim delay.
It won't take but 5 or 10 oftheseand you'll get
the feel for how the disc moves and how to keep
your nail instead ofyour finger in contact. Be
sure to try both hands. Once you are ready try
passing it from hand to hand. Once that is easy,
do it under your leg. You are now freestyling...it's
as simple as that.Add a catch in there and you've
completed a series. Pass it on the rim to your
friend and you can co-op. Really there's nothing
to it.

Air Brush:
This is my favorite of all moves. It is one ofthe
easiest moves to execute yet honing thisskill can
take a lifetime. To practice brushing toss the disc
in front ofyou almost perpendicular to the
ground. If there's a lot of wind make the set a
little flatter. It should go up a little ways, 2 or 3
feet and then come back down to you. When it's
in range hit (brush) it with the palm ofyour hand
so as to add spin and send it back up 2 or 3 feet.

Repeat until you lose control, pass it to a partner
or catch it. That's all there is to it. The real tricks
here are 1: try to add spin when you hit it. Hitting
it with thewrong spin or no spin will kill its flight
(at least ifyou don't know what your doing). 2:

run after it. Even the best players can't keep the
disc in front ofthemthe whole time. And who
would want to. the fun is in the challenge. Chase
it around and bash at it for as long as you can.
You'll find thatshortly you can keep it in the air
for quite a while.

Once you get the hang of brushing to yourself
try and brush it to a friend.There are two ways
to accomplish this. One is to toss the disc up
with much less of an angle so that the nose is
pointing towards the target. Then when you
brush it the disc will float over as ifyou threw it
there.This move really impresses non-
freestylers.The second way is to brush it so that
it arches over you your friend. This is akin to
throwinga major angle up into the air and over
to you friend. Ifyour friend is cool she'll try and
brush it back and suddenly you are cooping
again. Funny how it always come back to
cooping.

Putting them together:
Now thatyou can brush and rim delay try putting
the two together. Take a throwon a rim delay. If
it's clockwise spin take it on your left hand. Let
it spin around until the nose is pointing to your
partner. Then drop your left hand out and brush
it with your right. (Reverse g the hands for
counter spin). It should float over nicely to your
partner who will catch a triple spinning
gitosis...sorry I'm clay dreaming again. As long
as it gets to her you did your job.
Now try the same trick but to yourself. Take it
on the rim delay and do a few moves. Once it
slows down wait until it is pointing away from
you on a steep angle. Then drop out your delay
hand and brush with your other hand. Keep on
brushing until you're expression is complete,
then go for a catch.

Last trick, go from a brush to a rim delay. This
one is a bit tougher so I saved it for last.
Rememberhow I said to always add spin? Well
ifyou can do this well enough you should be
able to take it on the rim again and do some
more rim tricks. There aren't many tips I can give
on thisone but I will say thatonce you get it you
will feel unstoppable. It means that no matter
what throwyou get you can do somethingwith
it becauseyou'll beable to add spin when every
you need it. They call this maneuver a re-rev.

(2) How do I learn the Delay?
By Doug Korns

Practice. practice, practice. :-)
Well, beyond that, here's what helped me in the
beginning.You can do this by yourself.

1) Develop a two handed throw to your self that
is flat (parallel to the ground) and floats down
gently. Start by placingeach hand on theoutside
ofthe rim, one hand close to you. the other on
the far side oftherim. Throw your hands and arms
out to the sides, popping the disc gently up in air,
about a foot or two in height above your head.
Practice this skill alone, without attempting the
delay, until you get thedisc to float very horizontal
and withas much spin as possible. Like a spinning
top, the more RPMS the disc starts with, the more
stable and easy to control it will be. The flatter it
is, the easier it will be to balance and delay. Once
your self-throwsare stable, you are ready to
proceed. Side note: If your right hand is the one
close to you. your spin will be counterclockwise.
Ifyour left hand is the one close to you. the spin
will be clockwise. One spin may be easier for you 
to throwand one spin will be easier to delay at
first. Make observations about your tendencies
and what works best for you.

2) Make sure the contactwith the disc is withyour
fingernail,however small it is (artificial nails are
not necessary in the beginning). Hold your finger
slightly bent so that the nail itself is close to
parallel to the surface of thedisc. This way the
spinning disc will slide on your nail.Applya silicon
spray lubricant to the disc to further reduce friction
between the disc and your nail. As soon as the
disc contacts flesh, there's major friction involved,
usually leading to loss of spin and control.

3) Next, connect the above two skills. After you
release the disc into the air, reach up to thedisc
with your delaying hand and try to make contact
with the disc as close to the time when it is



...once that is easy, do it under your leg. You are now freestyling...
it's as simple as that.

transitioning from popping up to floatingdown.
The disc is traveling slowlyat this time. Spot the
center of the disc as it's above eye level. Keep
your finger kind ofspringy to absorb the contact
of the disc withyour finger at thistime and follow
thedisc's descent withyour arm to slow its further
descent. If you can keep thedisc above eye level
at this time, you can continue to spot your finger
on the bottom ofthedisc and trackyour centering
attempt. Eventuallyyour eye-hand coordination
will develop. allowing you to stabilizethe disc
below eye level, without seeing your finger on
the bottom of the disc. A clear or translucent disc
can also be helpful at this stage.

4) Finally. make small circular motions with your
arm and finger, in the same direction that the
disc is spinning. This motion will help correct any
non-horizontalnessofthedisc and helps you
track to the center of the disc to maintain the
delay. Over time. these motions become so
refined thatyou will not even realize thatyou are
making them.

Eventually you will replace step 1. with thatofa
throw from a partner. Make sure your throwing
partner is throwingyou the same spin thatyou
practicewith or everythingwill seem awry. lfyour
partner can make a hovering throw,again try to
make contact with the disc at a point in its flight
where it is transitioning from flight to fall. Let
your finger and arm give with the disc as you
receive it, acting as a shock absorber to slow its
momentum to a standstill.

The whole process is learning this eye-hand
coordination. Players have reported different
lengthsof time to learn the skill from less than
a week to maybe six weeks. A youthful age and
athletictendencieswill tend towards the shorter
time. Practiceevery day for at least fifteen minutes
and you will see results ofincreasingdelay times.
Once you're comfortable in maintaining a delay,
ask questions about the next level you want to
attain.
And most ofall, have fun.

(3) Basic Tooling
By Paul Kenny

Beyond throwingand catching, the most
fundamental tools required, initial tooling in my
mind has a couple paths: The outer rim and the
center. With the center. you will want to learn to
spin the disc keeping your finger, specificallythe
nail, under the center of thedisc and in contact
with it as best as you can. This is called a delay.
With the outer rim you want to learn to keep the

disc in theair as best you can. This might include
brushing, rolling or kickingand can involve a lot
of running around. I will leave the outer rim skills
to one more proficient.
when I first learned to delay a disc. I had trouble.
I already knew how to spin a basketball. but had
trouble figuringout how to spin a disc. A spinning
basketball, becauseit has so much weight away
from the center. has a stable center. When you
spin it correctly. the finger "locks" in the center.
In fact, I could spin a basketball on a pencil and
hand it to just about anyone and theycould hold
it spinning. With a spinning disc, the center is
not stable and the finger wants to drift off center
on it's own. It takes very small, very quick
corrections to maintain center. It can take some
time and repetition to get there. Further
complicatingthedevelopment ofthisfeel is the
gyroscopic effect intrinsic to spinning objects.
When you touch a spinning disc off center, the
disc will 'precess", or turn 90 degrees from
where you touched it. Thus the small corrections
discussed above need to be in the direction of
the spin. It will seem you are always trying to
catch up to the correction thatwants to stay 90
degrees ahead ofyour finger! This results in the
finger seeming to be doing really small circles
near the center of the disc. As you get more

proficient, these "circles" and the corrections
get so small that it appears the finger is staying
still in the center ofthe disc!

Higher level functions such as skids and turnovers
will use this precessive property of discs in a
complicated way to achieve the moves. Skids.
or "against the spin" moves work against the
prevailingprecession while turnovers are done
with the spin in one direction until the turnover
and then with the spin in theotherdirection.
What complicates it is the need to work at non-
flat angles and switching your brain from one
spin's thinkingto the other.

(5) How do I get off the rim and back
to the center?
Jake Gauthier

Going from a rim delay to a center delay:
For most learning to go from a high 2 rim delay
to a center delay marks a whole new level of
understanding in disc control. It means being
able to bring most any angle throwback to the
center, increased center control. and leads to
understandingangle changes and off center tips.
For me this skill took some practice.
To accomplish this task it helps to be able to
throw a high Z steep angle to your self. To learn

clock. throwa right-handed backhandthrowwith
tons of spin. It should come offon a steep angle,
nearlyperpendicular to the ground such thatthe
bottom is pointing more downward than the top
and the nose is pointing to the right. It should
also be perpendicular to your chest plane. Now
that the disc is in the air use your right hand and
take it on a rim delay. Your palm will be facing to
your left and your finger(s) should be curled
under the rim. Let the disc hang in this position
long enough to get it under control but not so

long that it tilts around so the nose is pointing
to your body. From here there are two common
methodsof getting to the center.
1: Give the disc an upward tug. As it lifts up hold
your hand still so that the bottom of the disc
rides along your finger nail(s).Once your nail is
near center push hard to the left. The ideal
location is it about 6 o'clock halfway between
the rim and the center. As you push to the left
the disc will flatten out. Once it is flat get the
center delay under control.
2: Gently swing the disc forward. As the disc
swings forward the rim will pull against your nail
forcing the disc to level off. Once it is halfway flat
move your nail to the center and gain delay
control.

To learn counter, reverse the right/left directions
as iflookingin the mirror. Once you become
proficient at this maneuver try it on a different
angle or the opposite hand. Example, once the
disc is on a rim delay let it drift around on your
nail until the nose is pointing upwards to the left
perpendicular to your chest plane. The motions
are the same. Give it a tug so it rides up your nail.
Now push right at 12 o'clock between the rim and
the center. It will flatten out as before. Note: you
may have to duck your forearm below it to keep
from knocking it off your finger.

The biggest thingto learn is that the location to
press in with changes based on the direction of
the nose. It's always 90 degrees ahead of the
spin from the nose. So, with clock spin. if the
nose is pointing away from you (12 o'clock) push
it out so the disc rides up your nail. then push
towards you at 3 o'clock. With counter spin you'd
push at 9 o'clock.

Once this becomessecond nature try flattening
the disc directly from the throwwith a tip. The
physics are the same. Just tip it up 90 degrees
ahead ofthespin from the nose. You can also try
to flatten it out from a rim delay to a flat set. This
set it the beginning to many moves and catches
such as a scarecrow and a one and a half behind
the back catch.

‘(continued on page 16)
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A Beginners Guide (Cont)

(6) FAKE NAILS: IS IT SO WRONG TO
WANNA JAM BETTER?
By Dan Magallenes

Ifyou are a new jammer you may have wondered
why so many advanced players all tend to wear
some sort of extension or fake fingernailwhile
playing. This article will explore the reasons for
wearing fake nails in the first place. the materials
that can be used, and how to make/applythem
properly. Hopefully,by theend ofall this babbling,
you will be able to make a reasonablyinformed
decision as to whether using fake nails is right
for you as a jammer.

Why Fake Nails?
A fake nailwill be much more durable than your
natural nail. |fyou've seen jammers wearing fake
nails, you may have asked yourself why anyone
would glue such hideous chunks of plastic to the
ends oftheirnails. Well, this is for a few reasons.
The first is durability.As the ‘‘naildelay" is on
the fingernail,your own natural nailswill take a
beatingfrom the abuse thatjamming can cause.
A fake nail will typicallybe much more durable
and have less friction than your natural nails.
Wearing fake nailswill reduce the risk ofchipped.
bent. or torn nails. The latter can be most painful
if it occurs belowthe fingertip and will take weeks
to properly heal. Another reason to wear fake
nails is to reduce gouging. A natural nail is thinner
than most fake nails and tends to self-sharpen
during play. It becomes a small gouge thatwill
rip chunks out ofa disc while tipping, pulling, or
even just delaying. This self-sharpening of natural
nails require more maintenance: not only day-
to-day. but throughout the course of a normal
jam day. Fake nails, especially acrylic,need little
to no edge attention and won't sharpen during
play.

They will give you more extension and better
penetration. Fake nails will give you extension
beyond what a natural nail can. Depending on
genetics and the amount ofcalcium in your diet.
a natural nail gets pretty flimsy once it's about
3/16" past your fingertip. A fake nail gives you
extension beyondwhat a natural nail can before
it starts to bend or tear (ouchl). The extension of
the nail gives the wearer a couple advantages: it
keeps the disc a little higher offyour forearm and
body whiledelaying and allows betterpenetration
into the rim for rimming, sets, and pulls.

Fake nails, as mentioned above, have less friction
than naturals—especiallyacrylic.This gives you
the obvious advantage ofa disc thatspins faster
and longer.

You don't wear a claw-hammeron your beltwhen
you go dancing, do you? Another reason for
wearing fake nails (which is a matter of personal
preference) is thatyou can take them off at the
end oftheday. Although there are plenty of
jammers who keep nails on 24/7, it's not for
everyone. Fake nails are necessary tools for
jamming, just as a claw hammer is for effective
carpentry. But you don't want to wear your
hammer on your belt when you're out for a night
ofdinnerand dancingwithyour sweetie, do you?

What are fake nails made of, and how do I get
them?

Materials
There have been many types of materials and
apparatus used over the years from thimblesto
guitar finger picks, and from Lee Press-On nails
to dental acrylic—evensmall seashells. Finding
a product or material that you prefer can be a
matter of availabilityand personal preference.
Acrylic is perhaps the most effective material
being used today, but theyaren't always easy to
come by. The same goes for Swedish plastic. Still
today. one ofthe most convenientand effective
materials is the protective outer tube from Krazy
Glue. Not only is thisa relatively fast plastic. but
it is also included in the purchase of a tube of
Krazy Glue. Don‘t be shy about trying new stuff
to stick on the end ofyour nails—you could
discoverthenext best thingto happen to freestyle
since judging!

Don't be shy about stickingstuff to the end of
your nails.As mentioned above, you can cut nails
from the outer tube of Krazy Glue. It is soft and
easy to shape, but this is also a disadvantage as
it wears down over time. It also has a natural
curve to it already thathelps fit the curve ofyour
finger. Acrylic nails are not only hard and fast,
but for the fashion-conscious theycan come in
virtually any color you desire. But getting them
is a little tricky. Some are made ofdental acrylic
such as YarNai|s and others come from nail
salons. Ifyou know someone who is a dental
technician, they can make you an exact fit.
Othenivise,you will have to rely on fine- tuning
the fit after theyhave been made. The advantage
of getting acrylicnails from a salon is that they
will fit perfectly to your existing nails. Some
players have them made in a natural color and
leave them on until they break offor grow out.
Salon nailswill cost more. but are quite effective.

Hobby plastic is pretty cheap, but you'll have to
go to Europe for theSwedish Stuff. Hobby plastic
is plastic thatcan be purchased at most

hobby/craftstores. it is basicallythe same
material (dense polystyrene) that plastic models
are made ofand can be bought in sheets of
various thicknessfrom .005" up to .o8o". The
most common thicknessfor fake nails is .050"
(50 gauge). Hobby plastic is also quite affordable
and, if a couple jammers go in on buying a
package. the cost goes down even more. It does
require some special handling to get a curve to
fit your own nails: This technique will be covered
later in this article. As for Swedish plastic, go to
more tournaments in Europe and make lots of
friends—especiallywith the Swedish players.
See if they can hook you up.

Now I've picked a material, how do I get them
to stick?

Adhesives
The two most common methods ofadhesionof
fake nailsare Krazy Glue (or othercyanoacrylates)
and contact cement. They each have their
advantages and disadvantages. Krazy Glue
adheres fast, is strong, and applies in a very thin
layer. For some. nails applied with Krazy Glue
have a more “intimate" connection with their
natural nailand feel more like a part oftheir body.
It also comes in a very compact container so it's
easy to tote around. It can be used in an

emergency for when you knock over that family
heirloom vase whilejamming at Grandma's house.
But these adhesives have drawbacks such as:
instantly gluing your fingers or other body parts
to each other, the fumes will burn your eyes and
nose, nails can be exceptionallydifficult to
remove—sometimestaking a layer of natural nail
with it, and nails can just POP OFF without
warning.

Crazy Glue has a more ‘intimate’ connection.
Contact cement is much less aggressive than
Krazy Glue. It is easier to remove the fake nails
and won't take a layer of nail or skin with it. The
fumes are nowhere near as nasty either. And if a
nail is starting to lose adhesion,you can typically
tell in advance and fix the problem. But
re-applicationwill take you out ofthe jam for as
long as 20 minutes while the glue dries. You also
need to count on that 15-20 minute dry time when
the nails are first applied before jamming. Contact
cement is a much messier process. Even in tubes,
contact cement takes up a lot of space in your
nail kit and has less ofa MacGiver factor than
Krazy Glue. And for some, there is a sort of
“mushy" feel to the nail that feels like the nail
could pop off any minute, thus losing that
“intimacy"gained with Krazy Glue. 0
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Jammers Fly For
Memorial Day
May 25-27. 2002
By Lori Daniels

 

Summer was in the air in Seattle and San Diego
over the Memorial Day weekend as jammers from
across the country reunited to celebrate the 2002
freestyleseason! What? No tournament?

Alas, the gatheringin the two west-coast cities
did not require tents, judges. scorecards and
announcers. Instead, these get-togetherswere
riddled with out-of-towners wearing excuses,
such as “I happen to be in town on business..."
or “I needed a break

The San Diego gatheringwas the weekend jam
of Paul (PK) Kenny (F|orida),JoeI Rogers (CA),
and Larry Imperiale (Colorado). Ostensibly. these
three were working on their routine for the
upcoming FPA Worlds in Boston and Kenny
happened to have a work-related meeting in
California. However. sources close to the field
speculate that these three actuallyhad a great
time Just shredding it up with each other for a
couple of days. But wait! Not only were PK and
Larry in town, but also Steve Hanes showed up
in San Diego from Texas,where it's been summer
for several weeks. Hanes and Jamie Chantiles
were also jamming together for the weekend.

A few hundred miles north, in the Emerald City
ofseattle. found several freestylerscoming
togetherat Greenlake for thethree-dayweekend.
Taking advantage of the already extended
daylight hours were locals from Seattle: Jeffand
Cindy Kruger. Mary Lowry, Lisa and Randy
Hunrichs-Silvey,Bob Boulware. Dan (Magman)
Magallanes. Steve (the Beast) Hayes, John
Titcomb, and Sarah Bergman. Deciding thatthey
weren't going to be left out, Matt and Jake
Gauthier(Oregon) drove up to shred all weekend
long.

Out of State infiltratorsto the Greenlake jam
(who "happened to be in town...") consisted of
Arthur Coddington (California; "My friend is
performing at a concert here‘), Lori Daniels
(Hawaii; "I found a good airfare“). and Bethany
Sanchez (Wisconsin); "I needed a little vacation‘).
All three ofthese individuals had their respective
"excuses" for showing up - but when set loose
during the mob~op, it was clear theirREAL reason
for being there: freestyle, friends, and food.
Cindy and Jeff Kruger (first night) and Dan
Magallanes (second night) opened their homes
to the Jammers for late-night, post-jam grilling
feasts consistent with Memorial Day tradition.

Meanwhile, PK caught his flight back to FL to host
Dan Yarnell (Texas) in Jacksonvillefora kind-wind
beach jam on Monday. - -LD

How to Make

 

’ Lemonade on Saturn
By Jamie Chantiles

You know people say if you get lemons...make
lemonade. Such is the way I started doing wipers
(vertical upside-down rings). On a very windy
day I was trying to bash flat counter, and was
getting frustrated becausewhen the nose got
up at all it would blow up above my head and
travel behind me really far. This technique is
great to practicewhen waiting for a fellow jammer
who is late or chronically on “Frisbee time":-).

On a very windy day
I was trying to bash
flat counter, and was

getting frustrated
becausewhen the
nose got up at all it
would blow up above
my head and travel
behind me really far.
To get good at vertical upside down "drags" you
face the wind. Keep in mind that the topside of
the disc is directly perpendicular to the wind.
The beautyofthis technique in heavy wind is
that the topside has no rim and therefore no
"sail" for thewind to grab and move drastically.
Also picture a person whom you have seen pass
rings to another: thedisc can only move fon/vard
once you contactand "hook" it. What this means
is that ifthethrowsor self-sets are set in front
ofyou, you must have great wheels and sprint
past the disc and pull it forward with you since
it is bothvertical and upside-down and therefore
falling rapidly.

Simply put, once you hook the disc you cannot
move it backwards to go forwards, so it is best
to start with the disc behind or to your side. If
the disc is behindyou. when you hook it, and it
is spinning rapidly 2 miraculous thingshappen.
First ofall thewind pushing against the top
"glues" it to your nail allowing a slight pulling
movement and a feeling of power unlike any
other in thedisc world. For now you are defying
gravity and doing a unique ring technique which
looks mind-blowing.and leads into upside down
rolls and kicks thatwill absorb the energy you
transfer well. without moving too far away or
blowing above your head! The second thingthat
happens is thatyou DlSCover against the spin

and with the spin moves do not hit your body
parts becausethe disc is hanging off behind you
like a ribbon!

To get started all you need to do is hold an
overhand grip in front ofyou so you can see your
thumbat 12 o'clock. You are looking at a the
bottom ofthedisc and the nose is pointed at the
wind 5-15 degrees depending on wind speed and
rate ofspin. Really cock the wrist and BAMM:
snap it up above head slightly and look for the
wind to move it back slightly. Your only task is
to find the top ofthe rim and HOOK it- but the
disc must be slightly behindyou at either side or
behind you within arm's length.The further
behindyou start, the more dramatic it looks when
you hook it and let the ZZZs glue the disc to your
nail. Play and experiment with it. It will hang as

you move into the wind or as you spin around
dragging it and I can turn 3 times sometimes if
the spin and my technique is flawlesswith the
disc just hanging there the whole time!!!
AWESOME!!!! Try it you'll like it....

when you pass the disc back and forth behind
your back and/or throughyour legs...it looks like
your hands are windshield wipers...hence the
name-coined by Diego Gamboa who informed
me I had not invented this technique...and had
been doing what he called drags for years. Left
hand overhand grip is actuallyclock right side
up-so you will doing counter UD drags-but after
a while the direction of spin will become
meaningless to you unless you do combos with
rolls and kicks and under the leg brushes. When
the disc is dragging against it will stick at really
slow rates of spin allowing you to pull it in front
ofyou to a beautifulUD roll. With high spinning
discs it is easy to pull in front to a UD flat
delay...and do whatever from there. For the
opposite spin-grip the disc as ifyou were going
to throwan overhand upside down throwto your
partner and hold the disc at your side with your
hand extended straight away from you... keep
the disc perpendicular to thewind and snap... As
you get good at this you will find yourself longing
for your partners to throwyou somethingyou
can hook right out of the air. It is especially
gratifying to have it vertical, behindyou close to
theground, falling away from you so can pull off
the most heinest move: “Back from the Grave".
This occurs when there is no possible way you
can reach the disc to even pancake save it much
less do anythingwith it. Then PRESTO all of a
sudden you are in control Back from the
Grave...and you have made super duper
lemonade out of a testy lemon of a throw...and
the judges pencils snap off in disbelief... - -/C
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 Kudos to a
Fired Up
Jammer
By Tom Gleason

T0 the freestylecommunity in
general:

We have a new sheriffin our midst.
His name is Jamie Chantiles.A.K.A.
Jamco, and he deserves some
recognition.

Over the last couple ofyears. I've
seen Jamc0's freestyleexpertise go
from solid to very solid and very
innovative, indeed! He's got some
very fresh and edgy moves working
for him these days.

For example. don't feed him all flat
throws, rather mix in a few upside-
down verticals and watch him work
them beautifullyinto rings. wipers,
turnovers. spin changes. turbos. and
re-revs. He also completes a lot-he
easilyhas a 65% completion rate on
all his takes. squirrelly winds
included. He delays both spins with
both hands and occasionallythrows
in a toe delay for good measure. A
few years ago. I heard his rolls were
#1 by ArthurCoddington. Oh yes,
did I mention his throws?Well great
throws.and lots 0fthem...theBomb
(hooked thumberupside down
behind the back) gitoss with either
hand...And if you relish mega-
counter spin, you'll really enjoy his
sidearm MAC and thumber
corkscrew throws.

Add to all ofthishis muy bueno
double. triple and quadruple
spinning catches, some with extra
long hang-time, and the pieces to
his freestylepuzzle fill in quite nicely.

My hat's off to Jamie for the many
long hours he's logged to improve
his game; for his supportive and
positive attitude; and for always
cheerfully dragging about his 40 lb.
car battery to all the San Diego Jam
sites so his fellow jammers can style
to hearable music.

Jamco, you are hella hein!!! 0

- TG

Rankings 09.9.02
By Arthur Coddington

FPA Rankings
By Arthur Coddington

These rankings include new results from Vagolino. the FPA Worlds
and theMasters Overall Championships. Results that have cycled
off the rankings include 2000 Summerfest. 2000 FPA Worlds and
2000 Masters Overall.

The big news is on theWomen's Rankings. where Judy Robbins
takes over numberoneafter winning theWomen's title and taking
second in Mixed at Worlds. Cindy Kruger is close behindat number
two after a second place in Women's and a bigwin in Mixed at
theWorlds. The difference may be the points that fell off the
rankings - Cindy lost her second place points from the 2000 FPA
Worlds Women's division while Judy only lost third place points.

On the Open Rankings. there are some shifts in the top ten. but
Dave Lewis remains numberone. Taking two firsts. a second and
a fourth at the last two FPA Worlds plus winning Tour events like
Summerfest have given Dave a comfortable cushion.

Larry Imperiale jumps to from 8 to 4 after winning Open Pairs at
theWorlds. Pipo Lopez and Pat Marron enter the top 10. A second
place in C0-0p plus a second among all teams at theMasters lifts
Steve Hanes up to number12. Co-op champ Ted Oberhausis up
to number15 and teammate Erwin Velasquez (get thatknee better
soon) vaults from 79 to 25.
FreestylePlayers Association Rankings
(tournamentsfrom August 1. 2000 to August 1. 2002)
Compiled by Arthur Coddington
Mlxed

Last
Rank Time Name Results

1 1 Lewis, Dave 1533.50
2 2 Coddington. Arthur 1476.00
3 4 Kenny. Paul 1409.00
4 8 Imperiale. Larry 1344.00
5 5 Leilner.Tom 1330.00
6 3 Yarnell. Dan 1246.00
7 6 Schiller,Dave 972.50
8 7 Silvey. Randy 963.25
9 11 Lopez. Pipo 930.50
10 11 Marion. Pal 898.00
11 10 Murphy, Dave 886.00
12 21 Hanes. Steve 829.75
13 9 Kruger. Jeff 814.00
14 13 Brodeur. Toddv 789.75
15 22 Oberhaus.Ted 786.33
16 16 Rogers, Joel 758.50
17 14 Gauthier.Jake 728.88
18 19 Gauthier.Matt 624.63
19 20 Sailor. Scott 560.33
201 27 Harper. Lee 549.25
201 17 Laubert.Peter 549.25
22 23 Collera. Claudio ‘Clay’ 536.00
23 47 Doshier, Tristan 514.00
24 25 Kruger. Cindy 484.00
25 79 Velasquez. Erwin 481.50
26 24 Schneider, Rico 462.00
27 15 Zimmerman, Reta 454.50
28 39 Chantiles.Jamie 443.00
29 26 Graves. Anne 439.50
30 59 Hudoklin. Joey 435.50
31 28 Jammer. Skippy 434.89
32 29 Adams. Buddy 434.50
33 36 Boulware. Bob 421.75
34 31 Wentzel. Sune 416.50
351 321 Arveskar. loakim 414.00
351 321 Karlsson. Stefan 414.00
37 19 Cameranesi. Danny 399.25
38 701 Fried. Rob 388.75
39 56 Caplin. Alan 384.13
40 441 Hughes. Mike 384.00
41 34 Scannell, Steve 378.49
42 37 Apriani. Lorenzo 372.50
43 38 Lowry. Marv 364.75

35 Williams. Rick
40 Hosleld. Gregg
441 wendt. Brad
46 Sanchez. Rodney
48 Silvev. Lisa
41 Regalbuti, Mark
4 3 Botrugno. Fernando
54 Downs. Rik
52 Brandt. Harvey
53 Gamb0a.Dieg0
55 Auerbach. Gary
49 TitC0mb,Xtehn
50 Klimek. Paul
57 Ekman.Ian
51 Ross. Nikki
60 Blakemore. Mark
30 Hays, Steve
42 Robbins,Judy
731 Edge, Gary
731 Williams.Willi
61 Riley. Greg
62 Karlsson. Roland
63 Esterbrook. Mike
64 Mitchell. Deaton
92 Caliento. Simone
66 Beckmann. Mike
67 Dobson. Cart
68 Storz. Karlchristian
77 Guarnieri. Maurizio
83 Titcomb. Vehro
69 Damiano. Alessandro
701 Simon. Doug
86 Mackey,Tim
78 Titcomb. John
58 Titcomb. Zahlen
75 Wolfe, Tam
76 Korns, Doug
131 Basanti. Enrico
81 Trail.Melissa
82 Farnocchia. Andrea
65 Sahlit, Tom
84 Wrigh1,Bill
117 lsola. Petri
85 Ruperto, Marco
1321 0'8rien.leff
89 Hesselberlh. David
87 Kueltner, Dave
90 Schiller,Amy
72 Ross. Deanna
91 Sandstrom, Christian
93 Karlstrom. Stefan
1211 Bars0n.TJ
94 Lasher. Tom
1321 Emerson.CarI
95 Sullivan. Danny
96 0'Malley.John
126 Daniels. Lori

Player

Robbins, Judy
Kruger. Cindy
Lowry. Mary
Graves. Anne
Schiller.Amy
Daniels. Lori
Hunrichs Silvey. Lisa
Ross. Nikki
Pardo. Renee
Sanchez. Bethany
Bergman. Sarah
Verish. Beth
Ugalde. Tita
Wolfe. Tarn
McCarthy,Stacy
Zurn, Mary
Titcomb. Rohre
Ross. Deanna
Ti1c0ml1.Qxhna
Trail,Melissa
Waldron. Erin
Hagenbiork.Carolina
Torngren. Linda
Lin, I-chi
Nicholson, Nicki

360.16
355-00
353-25
350-75
348.50
3-’¢-'1-15
334-50
33275
322.50
300.83
292.00
280.17
17776
277.50
268.00
266.25
259.00
257.00
254.00
254.00
253-25
252.50
249.25
2117-15
240.50
234.50
233.00
229.00
227.50
225.34
225 00
224.50
212.00
204.76
200.37
200.23
199.23
193.00
189.50
187.50
183.75
180.00
173.33
178.00
174-15
173-50
172.00
165.00
165.00
156.00
151.00
150.50
147150
147.50
144.25
143.63
1110.75

Results

1375.00
1300.00
1062.50
1050.00
1012.50
9147-50
393-75
845.50
750.00
675.00
675.00
440.00
440.00
364.38
350.00
300.00
287.34
275.50
260.00
258.25
237.50
150.00
150.00
150.00
130.00



 

FPA World Championships
Boston. MA
July 12-14. 2oo2

Open Pairs Semi

Pool A:
1) Arthur Coddington I Dave Lewis
2) Tom Leitner] Pat Marron
3) Randy Silvey I Rodney Sanchez
4) Ted OberhausI Erwin Velasquez
5) Roger Meier I JonathanWillett
6) Lee Harper I Peter Laubert
7) Steve Scannell I Rick Williams
8) Carl Emerson I Dr. Bob Morrissey

Pool B:
1) Larry lmperiale I Joel Rogers
2) Jeff Kruger] Pipo Lopez
3) Paul Kenny] Dan Varnell
4) Jake and Mat Gauthier
5) Toddy Brodeur I Jeff0'Brien
6) Rob Fried IJoey Hudoklin
7) Alan Caplin I Petri Isola
8) T]. Barson I Mike Hughe

Mixed Pair Semi

Pool A:
1) Steve Hanes I Judy Robbins
2) Dan Yarnell I Mary Lowry
3) Jeff Kruger I Lori Daniels —

1.) Bob Boulware I Sarah Bergman
5) Carl Emerson I Renee Pardo

Pool B:
1) Paul Kenny I Cindy Kruger
2) Pipo Lopez I Anne Graves
3) Erwin Velasquez I Lisa H. Silvey
4) Larry Imperial I Mary Zurn (did not
compete)

Co-op Semi Final:

Pool A:
1) Silvey I OberhausI Velasquez
2) Doshier I Hanes I Yarnell
3) Coddington I Lewis I Leitner
1.) Hunrichs Silvey I C. Kruger I Lowry
5) Laubert I Harper I Meier
6) Emerson I O'Brien I Isola
7) Titcomb I Morrisssey I Hughes
Pool B:
1) lmperiale I Rogers I Kenny
2) Fried I Hudoklin I Brodeur
3) J. Kruger I Lopez I Marron
1.) Boulware I). GauthierI M. Guathier
5) Willett I Chantilesl Daniels
6) Caplin /WilliamsI Scannell
7) Edge I Willi I Downs
8) Simon I Graves I Barson

Women's Semi Finals:
1) Judy Robbins I Bethany Sanchez‘
2T) Cindy Kruger I Sarah Bergman
2T) LOTI Daniels I Renee Pardo
1.) Tita Ugalde I Beth Verish
5) Mary Lowry I Mary Zurn

Tournament Results

Women's Finals:
1) Judy Robbins] Bethany Sanchez’
2) Cindy Kruger I Sarah Bergman
3) Lori Daniels I Renee Pardo
4) Tita Ugalde I BethVerish

Co-op Finals:
1) Silvey I OberhausIvelasquez
2) Doshier I Hanes I Yarnell
3) lmperiale I Rogers] Kenny
4) Coddington I Lewis I Leitner
5) Fried I Hudoklin I Brodeur
6) J. Kruger I Lopez I Marron

Mixed Pairs Finals:
1) Paul Kenny I Cindy Kruger
2) Steve Hanes I Judy Robbins
3) Pipo Lopez I Anne Grave
-'4) Jeff Kruger I Lori Daniels
5) Dan Yarnell I Mary Lowry
6) Erwin Velasquez] Lisa Hunrichs
Silvey

Open Pairs Finals:
1) Larry lmperiale I Joel Rogers
2) Arthur Coddington I Dave Lewis
3) Paul Kenny I Dan Yarnell
1.) Randy Silvey I Rodney Sanchez
5) Tom Leitner I Pat Marron
6) Jeff Kruger I Pipo Lopez
7) Jake and Mat Gauthier
8) Ted OberhausI Erwin Velasquez
(Did not play. Erwin Injured for that
round)

2oo2 Summerfest Open Freestyle
FrisbeeJam-Off
Milwaukee.Wl
June 29-30, 2002

open pairs
first round

Mary Lowry/Lisa Silvey
defeated
Jamie ChantilesIJakeGauthier

Paul KennyICindy Kruger
defeated
Dave Kuettner/TimMackey

Jeff KrugerIPipo Lopez
defeated
Mike HughesIBrad Wendt

Toddy BrodeurIRico Schneider
defeated
Alan Caplin/SteveScannell

Second Round

Arthur CoddingtonIDave Lewis
defeated
Mary LowryILisa Hunrichs Silvey

Paul KennyICindy Kruger
defeated
Rodney SanchezIRandy Silvey

Ted OberhausIErwinVelasquez
defeated
Jeff Kruger] Pipo Lopez

Tom LetinerIPat Marron
defeated
Toddy BrodeurIRico Schneider

Third Round

Dave LewisIArthurCoddington
defeated
Cindy KrugerIPau| Kenny

Pat MarronITommy Leitner
defeated
Ted 0berhausIEwvinVelasquez

Fourth Round

Dave LewisIArthurCoddington
defeated
Pat MarronITommy Leitner

MIXED PAIRS
First Round

Erin WaldronIPat Marron
defeated
Anne GravesIPipo Lopez

Second Round

Cindy KrugerIPau| Kenny
defeated
Erin WaldronIPat Marron

Lisa Hunrichs SilveyIErwinVelasquez
defeated
Mary Lowrv/leff Kruger

Third Round

Cindy KrugerIPaulKenny
defeated
Lisa Hunrichs SilveyIErwinVelasquez

World Masters Championships
Charlton. MA
July 16-20. zooz

1) Larry lmperia|eIJoel Rogers] Paul
Kenny M
2) Steve HanesIJamie ChantillesGM
3) Toddy BrodeurIA|an Caplin M
4) Rick Williams/SteveScannell GM
5) Judy Robbins/BethanySanchez
WM
6) Harvey BrandtITim Mackey GM
7) Brad WendtIMike Hughes M
8) Anne Graves/Dan Roddick GM
9) Lori Danie|sIAmandaCarrerio WM

Vagolino
Milan, Italy
June 2930. 2002

1.Claudia/Enrico
2.SimoneIVehro
3.ClayILui
3.Tistee/Xtehn
5.Maurizio/Rohre
5.AntonioIQxhna
7.LorenzoIElisa
7.AlexIJohn
7.Angelo/DanieleIZahlen

Colorado States
Ft. Collins. CO
June 29-30. 2oo2

1. Larry lmperiale I Dave Hesselberth
2. Bill Wright I Harvey Brandt
3. Randy Lahm I John Schiller
1.. Chauncey Donaldson I Sabrina Donaldson
5. Mary Zurn I (Larry lmperiale throwing)
6. Turner Ray I Scott Caesar
7. Matt Scanlan /Jason Rosenbaum
8. Steve Hardyman /TempeKrieger
9. Mike PrillwitzI Nick Kinard

(Thanks to John Schillerand The Wright Life.)

Minnesota FreestyleOverall State
FrisbeeChampionships
St. Cloud, MN
June 22-23. 2oo2

1) Brad Wendt-Mike Hughes
2) Tim Mackey-DaveKuetner
3) Rico Schneider-Jon Drummond
4) Chris Sieben—Tim Gellerman
5) Woody Wendt-AndyWineberg

27thAnnual Wisconsin State Overall Championships
August 17-18. 2oo2
Madison, WI

Juniors
1. Cody Fields w/PaulThompson (master) and Woody
Wendt (am)
2. Allyssa Van Lanen. Michael, and Andrew Van Lanen
Amateur
1. Woody Wendt with Paul Thompson (master) and
Cody Fields (jr)
Women
1. Bethany Porter with thrower Rodney Sanchez
2. Karen Wendt with thrower Brad Wendt
Masters
1. Rodney Sanchez and Dave Bolyard
2. Don Hunkel and Don Hoffman
3. Tim Gellerman with Mike Newhouse (open)
4. PaulThompson with Cody Fields (jr) and Woody
Wendt (am)
Open
1. Tim Mackey. Rico Schneider, and Pat Marron
2. Brad Wendt and Mike Hughes
3. Mike Newhouse with Tim Gellerman (master)
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FPA Membership Form
Join the fun now! Become a memberof thedynamic sport of freestyleand receive the latest news and information
on tournaments, festivals and demonstrations.

[:1 $10 Bronze Membership (Disc, Newsletter subscription.)
D $20 Silver Membership (Disc, Newsletter subscription, voting privileges. 20% discount on

FPA merchandise and eligibilityto compete at FPA tournaments.)
El $40 Gold Membership (Disc, Newsletter subscription, voting privileges, 20% discount on

FPA merchandise and eligibilityto compete at FPA tournaments and win prize money.)
D $100 Platinum Membership (Special recognition as FPA benefactorin the FPA Forum, Disc.

Newsletter subscription, voting privileges. 20% discount on FPA merchandise and eligibility
to compete at FPA tournaments and win prize money.)

.:".4l..1

F R E E S T Y L E
PLAYERS ASSOCIATION

864 Grand Ave. Ste 475
San Diego, CA 92109

Name:

Address: State/Province Zip
Phone: E-Mail: Birthday/Year:

Thank you for your support.

Country

with your membership,you have a choice of either a SkystylerSportdisc by Discraft Products or a 165 gram
Frisbee® Flying Disc or a 100 mold Frisbee®Flying Disc by Wham-O Mfg. with the current FPA premium design
(shown below). Please indicate preference:
C] Discraft Skystyler Cl Wham-0 165g‘ Cl Wham-0 100 mold‘ ‘please writethe FPA to insure availability
Make checks or money orders payable to:
Freestyle Players Association, 864 Grand Ave., Ste 475 San Diego, CA 92109
© Copyright Freestyle Players Association

____..__.--_-_-_______________________-_-________-__-.

 

PAY VIA PAY-PAL!

As an alternative to
mailingin your
membershippayment,
have your contribution
processed on-line! Click
on thejoin Now link on

the FPA website:
www.freestyledisc.org. 


